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Robert pattinson wife in real life
Sorry, this video isn't available any more. Kristen Stewart has discussed her relationship with Twilight co-star Robert Pattinson, admitting she wanted to marry him. The actress began dating R-Patz in 2009 after they met on the set of the vampire saga, and their romance continued on the DL until 2012, when they briefly split after Kristen was
pictured kissing Snow White and The Huntsman director Rupert Sanders. Kristen and Robert reunited, only to split for good in May 2013. And the 29-year-old admits that she thought ‘that was it’ when she was with the now 33-year-old actor. Howard Stern asked Kristen: ‘Was there a point you would’ve gotten married? Do you think?’ Speaking on his
SiriusXM show, Stewart laughed: ‘”I don’t know. I wanted to, yeah. I mean, I think… I’ve never been in…’ Howard teased: ‘If he proposed, you would’ve gotten married’, with Kristen replying: ‘I don’t know. I’m not a super duper traditionalist, but at the same time, every relationship I’ve ever been in, I thought that was it. ‘ Kristen and Robert were the
hottest couple in young Hollywood, despite never actually confirming their relationship until Kristen was forced to while apologising for her affair with Sanders. Addressing why they kept their romance under wraps, the Charlie’s Angels star said: ‘It was [insane]. We wanted to keep it ours, so it was this thing of going like, do you live openly and share
your life in a way that actually entitled you to living it sort of more freely and naturally, or do you put it on lock because you hate the idea of perpetuating this co-modified version of something that feels real to you? And you’re like, “No, I’m not selling you s***”. ‘But then you actually deprive yourself of so many experiences. We didn’t walk down the
street holding hands because we were like, we don’t wanna give it to ’em. But then we didn’t get to walk down the street holding hands, and it sucked. ‘I had people genuinely asking me if that relationship was real or fake. You really think at this point, after all these years, that that’s how I live my life?’ However, Kristen has nothing but kind words to
say about her ex. She said: ‘We were together for years. That was my first [love]. I was super in love with my high school boyfriend. Super, super f***ing in love with him. But me and Rob were a little older, and it was just like, “Guh-gung!” ‘He’s the best. He’s the best.’ Robert is now dating Suki Waterhouse, while Kristen is in a relationship with
screenwriter Dylan Meyer – and she already wants to put a ring on it after three months. If you've got a celebrity story, video or pictures get in touch with the Metro.co.uk entertainment team by emailing us celebtips@metro.co.uk, calling 020 3615 2145 or by visiting our Submit Stuff page - we'd love to hear from you. MORE : What Happens On Tour:
Camila Cabello dancer reveals her sweet gifts and why she’s ‘the best boss ever’ MORE : I’m A Celebrity’s Dec Donnelly jets off to Australia with wife Ali Astall and daughter ahead of 2019 launch Bio Real NameRobert Douglas Thomas Pattinson NicknameSpunk Ransom, Rob, R.Pattz, Ransom, Claudia ProfessionActor, Musician and Film Producer
Physical Stats & More Heightin centimeters- 185 cm in meters- 1.85 m in Feet Inches- 6’ 1” Weight (approx.) in Kilograms- 75 kg in Pounds- 165 lbs Body Measurements - Chest: 47 Inches - Waist: 31 Inches - Biceps: 16 Inches Eye ColourBlue Hair ColourGolden Brown Personal Life Date of Birth13 May 1986 Age (as in 2016)30 Years Birth
PlaceLondon, England, UK Zodiac sign/Sun signTaurus NationalityEnglish HometownLondon, England SchoolTower House School, The Harrodian School CollegeNot Known Educational QualificationsNot Known Debut2004 FamilyFather- Richard Pattinson Mother- Clare Pattinson Brother-N/A Sisters- Lizzy Pattinson, Victoria Pattinson ReligionRoman
Catholicism EthnicityWhite English HobbiesListening to Music, Hanging out with friends, Playing soccer, Playing instruments like guitar, piano etc. Favourite Things Favourite FoodDino Nuggets Favourite ActorJack Nicholson Favourite BookKill Your Friends (By John Niven published in 2008) Favourite MovieFirst Name: Carmen (1983) Girls, Affairs
and More Marital StatusUnmarried Affairs/GirlfriendsKristen Stewart (2009-2013) FKA Twigs (2014-Present) Wife/SpouseN/A ChildrenN/A Style Quotient Cars Collection1963 Chevrolet Nova 1989 BMW 325i Convertible Money Factor Net Worth$100 Million Some Lesser Known facts About Robert Pattinson Does Robert Pattinson smoke?: Yes Does
Robert Pattinson drink Alcohol?: Yes Robert was born in London, his father imported vintage cars from America and his mother, Clare worked for a modelling agency. Pattinson has got two sisters Victoria and Lizzy Pattinson, the latter is a singer. Pattinson started modelling when he was 12 years old, but his workload began to decrease four years
later. He auditioned and was cast in a small role in Guys and Dolls. Again he gave audition for Thornton Wilder’s Our Town and was cast as George Gibbs. In 2004, Pattinson had supporting roles in the German made-for-television film Ring of the Nibelungs. Although his scenes in the latter were deleted and only appeared on the DVD version. He had
a Breakthrough with movies Twilight series.
In 2008, Pattinson played the role of Edward Cullen in the film Twilight, based on Stephenie Meyer’s best-selling novel of the same name. In 2008, Pattinson became romantically hooked up with co-star Kristen Stewart. For a long time, the
couple did not explicitly confirm a relationship, but paparazzi photographs and eyewitness accounts gave intense media and fan speculation and attention. Pattinson was named one of the “Sexiest Men Alive” in 2008 and 2009 by People Magazine. In 2009, he was named the “Sexiest Man Alive” by Glamour UK. Pattinson has got Best Actor award at
Strasbourg Film Festival for his performance in How to Be (2009). For his work in The Twilight Saga, he has received two Empire Awards nomination and won eleven MTV Movie Awards, two People’s Choice Awards. In August 2011, he helped to raise awareness towards the cancer by highlighting The Cancer Bites campaign in his speech at 2011
Teen Choice Awards. In June 2013, Pattinson was named as the new face of Dior Homme fragrance and featured in the advertising campaign titled 1000 LIVES, directed by Romain Gavras and photographed by Nan Goldin. Pattinson is a very good piano and guitar player, and composes his own music. He has turned up as the singer of two songs on
the Twilight soundtrack: “Never Think”, which he co-wrote with Sam Bradley, and “Let Me Sign”, that was written by Marcus Foster and Bobby Long. Pattinson is also a Philanthropist. Pattinson backs up and promotes the ECPAT UK’s campaign Stop Sex Trafficking of Children and Young People to stop human trafficking. At 2009 Cannes Film
Festival amfAR event, he raised $56,000 for the cause. In 2015, Pattinson became the first ambassador of GO Campaign, he said that, “I’ve eagerly followed the growing impact GO Campaign has had over the years, on so many children and youth. Once upon a time, K-Stew and R-Patz's off-screen relationship was the stuff of Twilight fans' dreams.
Their characters in the franchise eventually got hitched, and as it turns out, that could've happened in real life too. During a recent interview on The Howard Stern Show, Kristen Stewart discussed her relationship with Robert Pattinson — who she dated for more than 3 years before parting ways in 2013 — and confessed that marriage was on her
mind at the time. Stewart and Pattinson were intensely private about their romance that was rumored to begin when they were 19 and 23, respectively. But over the last several years, both actors have occasionally opened up to reflect on the hysteria that surrounded them and why they chose to stay so guarded. "It's so weird actually being honest
about [our relationship]," Stewart told Stern on the Nov. 5 episode. "I've actually never been allowed to just say what happened, because I was so self-conscious about seeming like an attention-seeker."After discussing the rumors about their relationship being faked for publicity, Stern asked if there was ever a point where she and Pattinson would
have gotten married. "I don't know," Stewart laughed nervously. "I wanted to."Stern continued to push the topic and clarified, "If he proposed, you would've gotten married?" Stewart, still noticeably flustered, explained, "I don't know. I'm not a super-duper traditionalist, but at the same time ... every relationship I've ever been in, I thought that was it.
I've never really been the most casual person."In July 2012, Stewart was photographed kissing Rupert Sanders, her director in Snow White and the Huntsman. At the time, Sanders was married, and Stewart and Pattinson were still an item. The pair split briefly following the affair, ended up reconciling later that year, and finally split for good in May
2013. "People wanted me and Rob to be together so badly that our relationship was made into a product," Stewart reflected to T Magazine in 2016. "It wasn't real life anymore." Juan Naharro Gimenez/WireImage/Getty ImagesStewart told Stern that she still thinks Pattinson is "the best," though. The former couple managed to keep in touch over the
years, and even sparked romance rumors yet again after they were photographed together back in July 2018. Even though it was purely platonic, Stewart remains one of Pattinson's biggest fans. After it was announced that he'd be starring as the newest Batman, Stewart told Variety in September that Pattinson was "the only guy that could play that
part." She enthusiastically continued, "I’m so happy for him."As for their current love lives, Stewart was last linked to screenwriter Dylan Meyer back in August, following her nearly two-year relationship with model Stella Maxwell. Meanwhile, Pattinson has reportedly been dating Suki Waterhouse since around July 2018. Despite Robert Pattinson's
big screen career and Suki Waterhouse's supermodel status, we don't know much about their relationship. Both of these Brits prefer to keep their private life out of the public sphere. As their romance approaches the three-year mark, here's a rundown of their secretive story. July 2018Pattinson and Waterhouse are first linked on July 30 when E!
obtains photos of the pair kissing in the streets of London. Per the outlet's report, the two saw a 9 p.m. showing of Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again at Electric Cinema in Notting Hill. They then walked across the street for drinks at SoHo House until 1 a.m.An eyewitness said the couple was open with their affection. "Along the way, they were very
close and cuddled and kissed many times,"the source told E! News. "Robert was very affectionate to her and had his arm around her the whole way and Suki reciprocated by holding his hand and kissing it. They were very loved up and close. Robert stroked Suki's hair and gave her another loving kiss."August 2018Although neither Pattinson nor
Waterhouse confirms the relationship, a source tells Us Weekly that the pair has been dating for months. The insider said the actors had "known each other and been around each other for a long time." Other commonalities include "a love of music" and that they "are both really cool, nice and normal people and fun-loving."Both parties also have
experience with keeping relationships with high-profile people low-key. Pattinson called off his engagement to FKA Twigs in late 2017. Previously, he dated Twilight co-star Kristen Stewart. Waterhouse's dating history includes a two-year relationship with Bradley Cooper and dates with James Marsden. David M. BenettGetty Images An E! source says
the pair is only "casually dating." Since Pattinson had only recently ended a three-year relationship, "He isn't looking for anything serious right now."The insider did express that the two "are definitely into each other" and are dating while Pattinson is in London filming The King. "Rob likes to have fun when he has breaks in-between filming and him
and Suki have a great time together," the source added. Larry BusaccaGetty Images At the end of the month, a Daily Mail report claimed that the couple had split.September 2018LaineyGossip disputed the Daily Mail story, sharing that Pattinson had FaceTimed Waterhouse walking home from a London pub in August. Per this outlet's report, the
couple were spotted at Miguel's concert in Los Angeles. Each also attended the Toronto International Film Festival for their respective projects this month. Pattinson was promoting High Life while Waterhouse walked the carpet for Assassination Nation. GP ImagesGetty Images Rich FuryGetty Images October 2018This month, the couple is
photographed exiting London club Chiltern Firehouse at 2:15 a.m, seemingly confirming they were still together.December 2018Daily Mail captured the couple leaving a Christmas party on London's Regent Street. Waterhouse and Pattinson stayed at the party, which guest list allegedly included Bradley Cooper until the early morning hours.January
2019Waterhouse and Pattinson spent her 27th birthday together, photographed leaving her party. A couple weeks later, the couple was caught by People holding hands after a run in London.April 2019Some fan accounts spot the couple out and about in New York in February and March. But in April, Pattinson makes his first public comments about
his relationship with Waterhouse. The Sunday Times asks Pattinson in an interview about Waterhouse, which he responds to by asking, "do I have to [talk about her]?" Then he goes into more detail about why he's so private about his personal life: "If you let people in, it devalues what love is. If a stranger on the street asked you about your
relationship, you'd think it extremely rude. If you put up a wall it ends up better. I can't understand how someone can walk down the street holding hands, and it's the same as when I do it and a hundred people are taking your photo. The line between when you're performing and when you're not will eventually get washed away and you'll go
completely mad."However, he did tell the outlet that breakups with Stewart and FKA Twigs didn't disillusion him to romance with a celebrity such as Waterhouse. "They were pretty long relationships, not like three months."May 2019When it came time for Pattinson's 33rd birthday, he and Waterhouse were photographed at Chateau Marmont.
Pattinson's friend Tom Sturridge was also in attendance for the celebrations, per People. Dominique CharriauGetty Images June 2019Waterhouse and Pattinson went on a double date with another notoriously private couple, Taylor Swift and Joe Alwyn. They chose Hollywood's San Vicente Bungalows, per Us Weekly. It's a members-only club where
photos aren't allowed, so no one could photograph the dinner. But an onlooker told Us that both couples "were laughing and talking" throughout the evening. "They were at a table, just the four of them. Rob and Taylor were across from each other." Axelle/Bauer-GriffinGetty Images One way this busy couple keeps in contact? FaceTime. During a June
interview with Grazia, the reporter notes Waterhouse FaceTimes Pattinson during a photo shoot break. An Us Weekly source reported that Waterhouse said, "I have to FaceTime my boyfriend" while backstage at the Moschino 2020 Resort Womenswear/Spring Menswear show. The onlooker said when Pattinson answered he asked, "Where are you,
babe?" Waterhouse then showed Pattinson her outfit while "they were both laughing." Per the insider, the couple "seemed very happy and in love" and that "both seem very into each other." August 2019E! publishes a picture of Pattinson and Waterhouse strolling through London, something the outlet claims this couple does often in the area.
Although they've kept it very quiet, this couple's one-year relationship speaks volumes.September 2019In early September, photographer Sofia Malamute shares a photo of the couple cuddled together, captioned, "Ibiza, 2019." Considering Waterhouse follows Malamute's Instagram account, the picture was likely posted with her permission. This
content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site. January 2020After several months of quiet, Waterhouse and Pattinson confirm their relationship is still going strong. The pair is seen leaving Waterhouse's 27th birthday party in London on
January 12, per LaineyGossip. According to the photo agency, the couple has been snapped by paparazzi nearly every month since news they were dating became public. They celebrate her birthday at London's Casa Cruz with an event attended by Liv Tyler, Georgia May Jagger, Cara Delevingne, and Ashley Benson. (Delevingne and Benson
reportedly end things in April 2020.)The couple also sparks engagement rumors at the start of the year, per the Daily Mail. While attending a Dior dinner party in Paris, Waterhouse can be seen wearing a ring on her left finger. However, neither confirms the news and she doesn't make a habit of rewearing the jewelry. Bertrand Rindoff PetroffGetty
Images May 2020Pattinson essentially confirms that he's quarantining with Waterhouse during an interview for GQ's June cover. According to the article, Pattinson has been sequestered "with his girlfriend" in the London apartment "the Batman folks rented for him" while production on the film is paused. That reporting is line with the DailyMail,
which spots the couple leaving a grocery store in Notting Hill around mid-April. One item the couple carries in the photo-op? Kellogg's corn flakes, one of the ingredients Pattinson uses for a...unique pasta dish he makes during an interview for the GQ profile.July 2020The couple confirms they're still going strong, two years into their relationship, with
a pair of public outings. On July 21, Pattinson and Waterhouse are photographed walking arm-in-arm around London's Notting Hill. (You can see the rare photo here.) A source speaks to E! about the sighting, telling the outlet, "They weren't recognized by anyone and they seemed to be in their own little world as they took a long stroll around the
village chatting intently, pointing at properties and laughing together before they arrived at the club. They held hands the whole time or were linking arms and looked very happy."The following day, People publishes another photo of the couple on a walk. An insider tells the outlet, “They are very loved-up," adding, "They haven't been together that
long. But everything seems on the fast track. They are always laughing and smiling at each other."September 2020The pair's most PDA-filled photo yet arrives about 12 days after Pattinson was reported to have tested positive for COVID-19, per CBS News. Although the studio never confirmed that report, production on The Batman was "temporarily
paused." It resumed in September, days after Pattinson and Waterhouse's outing. In the photo, the couple sit on a London park bench with coffees, kissing while masks are pulled down to their chins.October 2020 Pattinson's recovery apparently only strengthened his relationship. A source tells E! that "Rob and Suki have definitely discussed getting
engaged but are in no rush. Suki is not pressuring him and they are both very committed to each other." The insider confirms the couple's romance is "stronger than ever" after quarantine. "They love being low-key together and have very similar interests," the source adds. "They are truly inseparable and in love." The close pal even says Waterhouse
has earned the seal of approval from Pattinson's family. "[They] thinks they are a great match, better than any of his previous relationships," per the source.November 2020Shortly after E! reported the two had discussed getting engaged, Pattinson and Waterhouse were photographed out with Pattinson's parents in London. The two walked side-byside behind Pattinson's mom and dad on November 23. They opted not show any PDA in front of them or the photographers who captured this outing.April 2021After months out of the limelight, Waterhouse made headlines when she posted a selfie on herself on April 15. Eagle-eyed fans noticed that a photo of her kissing Pattinson was visible in the
background. This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site. On April 19, Pattinson and Waterhouse were photographed out in London for the first time in 2021. The two held hands while walking in Notting Hill. Both dressed casually,
wearing shorts and hoodies. It served as a rare public signal that a year into quarantine, the couple's relationship remained strong. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io
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